[Development of an In-house Couch Model to Improve Dose Attenuation Correction Accuracy for a Couch with Different Thickness in the Superior-inferior Direction].
As the couch used in external radiation therapy attenuate radiation by interaction, it is necessary to correct attenuation of radiation by inserting a couch model in the treatment planning systems. For a couch whose thickness is different in the superior-inferior direction, it is possible to perform dose calculations with an error within ±1% by using separate different couch models provided by vendors. However, it is difficult to correct attenuation correction accurately with a single couch model. In this study, we created an in-house couch model which can set couch shape and physical density in detail by acquiring CT images of actual couch. When we performed dose calculation by optimizing the physical densities of in-house and vendor couch, it was found that the difference between the measured and the calculated values can be significantly reduced by using in-house couch model. Additionally, by using in-house couch model, it is found that the dose attenuation can be corrected within ±1% for a couch whose thickness is different in the superior-inferior direction.